Security research has long focused on protecting against outside attackers. This was augmented with protection against insider threats, but recently networked business is emerging. With it a new threat is emerging: security against the business partner.
INTRODUCTION
Many years of research have been spent on securing against outside attackers and the successes are numerous, e.g. encryption, firewalls, etc. Security experts soon realized that there is a threat within each company albeit many security measures, so called insider threats. E.g. the ⋆-property in the Bell-LaPadula model can be violated by an authorized insider. The research has been ongoing and we see several successes of new security mechanisms, e.g. separation of duty in role-based access control [27] .
With the emergence of the Internet and the current move towards service-oriented architectures, we see a growing trend towards networked business. Companies are regularly engaging in electronic transactions vital to their business over the Internet. A whole industry is betting its future on this trend.
With this trend a new attacker is emerging: the business partner. While previously business partners were separated by physical boundaries and transactions were only bound to paper and goods, now the business partner may have access to internal systems. Examples include vendor-managed inventory or virtual organizations for business web services [10] . Studies show that already most security incidents involve business partners and that this a significantly growing trend over the last five years [1] .
There are few established measures for security against business partners. For individuals there are privacy-enhancing technologies, e.g. privacy-preserving identity management [5] , anonymous network communication [11] , but companies have more assets to protect than their identification. If companies engage in networked business, this often involves vital business secrets. People sometimes speak of industrial privacy.
What can we do? There are reputation systems [19] . A reputation systems collects the input of business partners of the past transactions and computes a score of your trustworthiness. The assumption is that the higher the score, the higher the less likely you are to cheat or attack, and the more business you should attract. The idea is to consult a reputation system before engaging in business.
Reputation systems have their inherent flaws. First, a reputation system does not give you any guarantee. It just gives its best guess. It might be just your transaction that gets abused or the parameters might have changed. Second, the reputation classification problem is hard. Seldom a clear attacker survives long in the business world. Rather there are excellent companies and very good companies and differentiating them is hard. Third, almost all reputation systems are attackable. A good score can be achieved by other means than good business. Few reputation systems have been analyzed for their attack resistance, even less systematically. Fourth, forensics is difficult and linking a security incident to a business partner is hard. Cleverly attacking companies might go a long way before being detected. In particular, if they provide excellent business service, they might have excellent reputation scores while being your biggest threat.
There are also sticky policies. A sticky policy is transferred along with the data and then enforced on the remote system. The idea is to control your data on a remote system. The main drawback is again that there is no guarantee that your policy is being enforced, i.e. you do not get a security guarantee. Rather the system is built on trust and maybe contractual obligations.
Then there is secure multi-party computation (SMC) [2, 12, 29] . SMC is a cryptographic technique that allows a group of parties to compute a joint function without disclosing their inputs, i.e. their input remains private while everybody gets access to the result. SMC is realized as protocols that compute on shares of the data. In simple terms, each protocol takes as input the shares and produces as output shares of the output.
The great advantage of SMC is that it gives you a security guarantee. You get provable security that your input is not being leaked. The disadvantage is that its implementation is very complicated and slow.
MAIN SCENARIO
It is a well-known fact that information exchange within a supply chain reduces costs [6] , but companies are very reluctant to share this data, since it reveals vital business secrets. Consider the case of supply chain optimization [26] . A number of companies want to collaborative plan production, warehousing and transportation. Such a centrally computed plan leads to a global optimum compared to the local optima achieved by individual planning and then forwarding orders (upstream planning). It therefore can significantly reduce overall costs and it also avoids negative side-effects of a lack of information exchange, e.g. the so called "bullwhip" effect [24] . Nevertheless the necessary data to be shared includes production costs and capacities, such that a revelation negatively impacts the negotiation position.
Reputation systems cannot help, since the decision to engage in business with the partners has already been made. All companies are part of one supply chain and there is a basic level of trust, but that does not suffice. Sticky policies cannot help, since the revelation of the data itself concerns the players. If somebody has read the data, he cannot prevent using it in the next negotiation, even if the policy would forbid that. Sticky policies do not apply to humans. SMC can help. It prevents the disclosure of the input data and can compute the supply chain optimization. You get both, the optimal plan without disclosing any data and its associated risks.
Research Questions
Supply chain optimization is a difficult task and requires significant resources even when computed non-securely. The most important research challenge is to construct a solution that is practically feasible. This covers two aspects: First, the theoretic construction: the problem needs to be decomposed and analyzed. A special protocol can be constructed that optimizes the asymptotic complexity of the protocol over a general circuit construction.
There are two complexities that can be optimized: computation complexity and communication complexity. Computation complexity is the maximum effort any party needs to spent during the protocol in number of computation steps.
The computation complexity can be measured in number of modular exponentiations, which are the costly operations. Communication complexity is the overall number of units of information exchanged. Communication has another aspect which is round complexity, i.e. the number of rounds in a synchronous distributed system. Round complexity often dominates the absolute communication time.
Technically supply chain optimization can be modeled as linear programming (LP) [26] . It is therefore necessary to securely compute LP. LP mainly consists of an iteration on the main step of "pivoting". An element of the matrix is selected according to some optimization rule and then involved in a computation with every other element of the matrix to form a new matrix.
There exist two solutions for secure LP [23, 28] . One main difference is the way the index of the pivot element is hidden. In [23] the matrix is permuted by every party, such that no party knows the entire permutation. Then the pivot element is selected openly, such that everyone knows the index, but the index is "meaningless", because it is a random choice in the permuted matrix. In [28] the index is kept as shared variables, but it is difficult to index with shared variables. Every operation must be the size of the entire array (or matrix) and is therefore very communication intensive.
Permutation is very complex, too. Let's examine the solution proposed in [23] where the blind-and-permute protocol is executed on every iteration. More detailed, before finding the pivot element index, the parties, one after another, permute the matrix in a way that the final permuted matrix is the result of the original matrix permuted by the combination of the parties' private permutations, which is known to neither of them. In the end, the parties run the index recovering protocol once, to get back the indexes of the basic variables of the initial system.
In the two-party case its communication complexity is O(cmn), where c is the size of the cipher text space, m is the number of constraints and n is the number of variables of the LP, for each iteration. The index recovering protocol, executed once in the end, is bounded by O(kcn), where k is the number of private permutations (equal to the number of iterations). The round complexity in the two-party case, on the other hand, is constant. The computational complexity of the matrix blind-and-permute protocol is O(mn) while the index recovering protocol is bounded by O(kn) modular exponentiations.
MULTI-PARTY PERMUTATION
A supply-chain optimization usually involves more than two parties and therefore requires a multi-party solution. We therefore need a multi-party permutation in order to adapt the solution from [23] for the multi-party case.
With that in mind, we propose two solutions for the multiparty case permutation. The first is mainly based on the idea from [23] , extended for the multi-party scenario. We propose a second solution with an improved round complexity as an attempt to overcome the effect of possible network delays.
We then give a detailed analysis based on theoretical evaluation and practical experimentation with implementations. While the second solution improves the round complexity, it is worse in communication and most importantly in computation complexity. Comparing the effects of these three com-plexities with practical implementation, we can conclude that the second solution is only practical in rare cases of parameters. In most practical cases the first, straight-forward solution will perform better. We provide a first estimation of how these three complexities in combination impact practical performance.
In the next sections we will describe in details each proposal as well as their complexities. Later, some practical results and general considerations are presented.
Notation for Protocol Construction
Consider a multi-party scenario where p parties want to collaboratively solve a supply-chain master plan (SCMP) problem using a secure LP. Such problem is modeled as a linear system in the canonical form [9] , represented by a (m + 1)x(n + 1) matrix (D) as shown in [23] .
Each party i (1 ≤ i ≤ p) has one different private permutation for rows and one for columns for each iteration of the secure LP. We consider two possible ways of representing such private permutations: as an array or as a matrix [4] .
A permutation array is the simplest way to represent such a function. Let x be an array of size η represented as x = {x0, x1, · · · , xη}. The permutation π of η elements is a map of the elements of a set to other elements of the same set, i.e. π : {1, . . . , η} → {1, . . . , η}. In other words, it describes the new positions of such elements in the resulting set (array). An example is x = {x0, x1, x2, x3} and π = {3, 1, 0, 2} so that π(x) = {x3, x1, x0, x2}. The notation for the private permutation arrays for rows and columns on party i is π Given a permutation π (as defined above), its permutation matrix is the η × η matrix Pπ whose entries are all 0 except that in row i, the entry π(i) equals 1. The permutation matrix is denoted as follows: (2) . . .
where ej is a row vector of length η with 1 in the jth position and 0 in every other position.
Since the permutations are bijective functions, the product of two permutations is thus the same as their composition as functions. Likewise, since bijections have inverses, so do permutations, and both P • P −1 and P −1 • P are the "identity permutation" that leaves all positions unchanged, which enables for index recovery.
The outcome of any permutation algorithm is defined as the resulting system matrix permuted according to the combination of the private permutations from all parties. Also consider a setup phase where every party receives the public key pk and a private secret share ski (for party i) from an homomorphic threshold cryptosystem. In this work we use the threshold version of Paillier cryptosystem [25] described in [8] . The threshold is denoted by t, so that at least t + 1 shares (parties) are needed to decrypt a cipher text [8] . In the semi-honest model the threshold t = p − 1 is possible.
Let [D] pk denote the random encryption of the matrix D using the public-key pk and [d] pk denote the random encryption of an array d, while [di] pk denotes the random encryption of the i-th element of the array d, using the same key. For clarity of explanation we omit the reference to the public key and write [D] and [d], for example.
As permutation matrices are private, we introduce the notion of an Encrypted Permutation Matrix, which is an encrypted form of the already defined permutation matrix. This implies that each party must generate his own encrypted permutation matrix for rows and columns, i.e. the party first generates a permutation matrix in clear and then, using the public key pk distributed during the setup phase, encrypts all the elements from the matrix. From now on, for sake of clarity, the term permutation matrix is used to denote the encrypted permutation matrix.
The messages' size is defined in terms of the size of the cipher text of the cryptosystem being used and, of course, by the overhead inherent from the communication technology employed, i.e. RMI over TCP in our case. For this work, consider the cipher text space as c ∈ Z mod s+1 where mod is the modulo and s is a secure parameter of the cryptosystem. For sake of simplicity, the theoretical results do not consider the communication technology overhead.
Linear Round Algorithm
We now introduce the Sequential Permutation algorithm (Algorithm 1) for the multi-party case.
Generally speaking, the algorithm works with the parties sequentially applying their private permutations (π i r and π i c ) on the encrypted system matrix. In the end, the last party multicasts the final permuted system matrix, which is then used in the current iteration of the secure LP. Note that such final matrix is permuted by the combination of the private permutations from all parties, i.e. π The first (p − 1) messages are sent in a sequence, from party to party. Then, the last party (party p) multicasts a message with the final permuted matrices.
The MixAndPermute protocol (Algorithm 2) adds a random homomorphic encryption of zero to each value of the input matrix before the permutations are applied -the ⊕ symbol stands for an homomorphic addition. By doing that, it is impossible to identify any applied permutation without actually knowing it.
Notice that for the execution of the instructions on lines 5-10 two matrix transpositions are implicitly computed. Their omission is for clarity of explanation and does not affect the overall complexity of the algorithm.
The permutation algorithm is applied on every round of the secure LP. Regarding matrix I, assume the first party receives such matrix as the identity matrix encrypted with the public key pk. The parties proceed in the same way mixing and permuting [I] , with the same private permutations used for the system matrix. 
In the end, the optimal solution is reached (admitting the problem is bounded and such solution exists) and the parties figure out the basic variables of the resulting matrix. However, one side effect of the matrix permutation is that the indexes of the basic variables are also permuted. This means that the parties need to find out the corresponding variables in the initial matrix. That's why the parties permute the second matrix [I] within the Algorithm 1.
In order to retrieve the indexes of the initial system matrix, the parties run Algorithm 3. This is done only once after the optimal solution is found. The input matrix [I] contains the permutations (for rows and columns) that map the initial system matrix to the final permuted matrix [D] resulted from the last iteration of the secure LP.
The first line from Algorithm 3 invokes once again the linear permutation algorithm in order to permute one last time the system matrix. Note that the LP iterations have already finished, which implies in no further index selection or pivot operation. This last invocation intends to keep the permutations applied to the system matrix secret, as in [23] . By permuting one last time, no party is able to infer anything about the indexes of the system matrix and therefore, no extra information can be gained.
The result from line 1 includes the encrypted matrix [I ′ ] pk and hence, the overall combination of permutations. In the next step, the parties collaboratively decrypt the elements from such matrix enabling for the extraction of the (final) Now the parties are able to compute the inverse of the extracted permutations and consequently recover the indexes from the initial system matrix. The output of Algorithm 3 is a matrix containing the last iteration values for the LP in their original positions, allowing for the computation of the LP optimal values. One last remark: considering the overall LP computation, our solution adds one more iteration, in the end, referring to the index recovery protocol.
Analysis
The complexity analysis is divided in three parts: communication, round and computational complexity.
The communication complexity is the sum of all messages sent by one party during the whole protocol (Algorithm 1). The size of the messages from lines 6 and 8 is 2(nm)O(c) bits, where m is the number of rows and n is the number of columns from both matrices [D] and [I] . Each party sends one message during the sequential part and the last party sends (p − 1) messages for the multicast from line 8, which is the worst case. The overall communication complexity is
The round complexity is computed as the sum of the (p − 1) sequential messages and the last multicast message from party p. In total, the algorithm takes p rounds to apply the permutation, i.e. O(p). The MixAndPermute protocol dominates the computational complexity. In order to mix and permute a matrix, the protocol takes (mn) modular exponentiations plus (mn) modular multiplications. Applying the permutations to the matrices is costless. The all inclusive computational complexity of Algorithm 1, assuming both invocations of MixAndPermute can be done in parallel, is then O(mn) modular exponentiations.
At last, we consider the complexities regarding the index recovering algorithm.
Its communication complexity depends on the Algorithm 1 and on the Decrypt protocol (from [8] ) complexities. The decryption of one matrix with size mxn implies on (mn) singular decryptions. The decryption of one element corresponds to 2 multicast messages with size O(c) 
Logarithmic Round Algorithm
Observing that the round complexity has great impact not only on the communication complexity but also on the absolute running time, we propose a logarithmic round algorithm as an alternative to the linear round complexity approach.
Instead of using the permutation represented as arrays, the protocol uses the matrix representation format as defined in Section 3.1. Notice that by representing permutation as matrices, we are able to compute the final permutation matrix by simply multiplying all the private permutations from the parties. All the (secure) computations performed during the Log Round Permutation protocol use encrypted permutation matrices.
The Log Round Permutation protocol is then depicted on Algorithm 5. All parties run the protocol in parallel and output the same result: the matrix [D] permuted on rows and columns according to the combination of the permutations from all parties.
As the Algorithm 5 is executed in parallel, so are the multiplication of the elements from all permutation matrices. It can be divided in four main steps: (i) exchange of permutation matrices, where every party multicasts his own matrices and receives the matrices from all other parties; (ii) (secure) logarithmic round multiplication of the permutation matrices; (iii) update of the permutation matrix combination for the current iteration; and (iv) the final secure multiplication of the permutation matrices by the system matrix, producing the desired output.
Step (iii) is used to optimize the index recovering protocol.
The improvement of such approach over the linear round algorithm is due to lines 6 and 7, where Algorithm 6 is in- 
voked (LogRoundMult) in order to combine the private permutations from the parties in a logarithmic base. Algorithm 6 receives an array of permutation matrices as input and considers a binary tree over such array, multiplying pair-wise and updating the array to half of the values at every iteration. For simplicity assume that the input array has a power of two length. The protocol is then recursively invoked (line 9) until there is only one matrix left in the array. The output is such unique matrix, that represents the combination of all permutation matrices.
Algorithm 6 LogRoundMult({P } pk )
Require: An array of encrypted permutation matrices of size p, where p is a power of two:
An encrypted permutation matrix equal to the multiplication of all the matrices in the input array;
{create an array of matrices with half the size of the input array} 5:
] pk ) 7: end for 8: end if 9: return LogRoundMult({B} pk );
The standard matrix multiplication idea is used. However, as we are dealing with encrypted data, a slight extension is introduced in order to correctly compute the result. Algorithm 7 depicts how the multiplication is done.
Please note that due to the same reason, the multiplication of two encrypted values is computed according to the secure multiplication protocol proposed by [7] and is denoted as SecureMult.
On account of the permutation matrix properties, the index recovering is rather simple: in order to restore the final permuted system matrix to the initial index positions we simply computed two secure matrix multiplications.
First observe that on every round the parties update the combination of both rows and columns permutation matrices (lines 8 and 9 from Algorithm 5). Since we are dealing with matrices, such combination is a matter of multiplying the matrix from the current iteration with the last iteration matrix, so that in the end, every party has a final permutation matrix [R] (for rows for example) such that
, where k is the number of iterations of the LP. The same applies for the columns permutation matrix. And two such matrices suffices to compute the overall inverse permutation, i.e. considering the permutation matrix for rows, f R and f C are the resulting permutation matrices for rows and columns, respectively, from the last iteration k = f Ensure: The final matrix with indexes restored to the original position
Computing the inverse of an encrypted matrix is an extremely complex operation. However, observing that a permutation matrix is an orthogonal matrix by definition, and therefore special properties apply, i.e. RR T = I (the identity matrix), the inverse matrix exists and can be written as R −1 = R T . This fact enables for a simple matrix multiplication solution as presented in Algorithm 8.
Analysis
Again, we divide the complexity analysis in three aspects: round, communication and computational complexity.
Algorithm 5 can be viewed as having three abstract rounds: (i) exchange of permutation matrices (lines 1-5); (ii) the logarithmic round multiplications (lines 6 and 7); and (iii) the last matrices multiplications (lines [8] [9] [10] [11] . Abstract rounds because the second is not constant: it depends on the round complexity of the logarithmic round solution. Each secure multiplication protocol invocation takes 5 rounds and Algorithm 6 clearly takes O(log(p)) rounds. Assuming both invocations of Algorithm 6 are executed in parallel, as well as the four matrix multiplications from lines 8-11, the number of rounds required by Algorithm 5 is (1 + 5 log(p) + 5), which is bounded by O(log(p)) rounds.
For the communication complexity, consider that all the messages are multicast messages, i.e. one multicast message corresponds to (p−1) messages. Also consider that the messages are sent in parallel and have different sizes according to its type, and that both permutation matrices are of size mxn with m = n = a.
On line 4, each party multicasts both matrices, i.e. communication complexity of (p − For the computational complexity we consider three main operations: (i) permutation matrices generation, (ii) secure multiplication (pair-wise) and (iii) decryption of a single element, which is included in a secure multiplication.
(i) requires 2a
2 modular exponentiations;
(ii) requires three modular exponentiations (one homomorphic encryption and two multiplications by constants) plus (2p + 3) modular multiplications (regarding the homomorphic additions) plus 2 decryptions;
(iii) requires (t + 2) modular exponentiations plus (t 2 + t) modular inverses plus (2t 2 + 3t + 1) modular multiplications (as described before);
The protocol requires (p−1) matrix multiplications for the LogRoundMult invocation and one matrix multiplication for the lines 8-11 (all the operations are executed in parallel). Assume square matrices of size axa, which means that to compute the product of two matrices, a 3 single secure multiplications are needed. The computational complexity is clearly dominated by the SecureMult protocol and it is bounded by O(p 2 a 3 ) modular exponentiations plus O(p 3 a 3 ) modular multiplications plus O(p 3 a 3 ) modular inversions. The index recovering protocol is constant round, i.e. one round for each matrix multiplication and five rounds for the SecureMult protocol invocations which are performed in parallel.
Since all computations are local, there is no communication complexity.
The computational complexity is dominated again by the complexity of the SecureMult protocol which depends on the Decrypt protocol. Considering again, t = p − 1, the computational cost of the index recovering protocol is O(pa 3 ) modular exponentiations.
Results and Considerations
In order to validate the proposed algorithms, a series of Monte Carlo experiments were conducted. The implementation is Java 1 based. Concurrent programming techniques were applied in order to reduce waiting periods and to optimize the use of CPU and memory. A total of 16 machines with 2.4GHz processor (dual core) and 3GB RAM memory were used.
The setup included keys provided by an implementation of the Paillier Threshold Homomorphic Cryptosystem -CS t s -where t is the threshold and s is the integer that defines the order of the modular exponentiations and hence, the order of the plain/cipher texts (as proposed in [8] ). The keys size is 1024 bits and s = 2, i.e. the plain text size is plain ∈ Z mod 2 and the cipher text is c ∈ Z mod 3 , where mod is the modulo of the cryptosystem.
The main point is to evaluate the permutation algorithms regarding the influence of the number of parties and rounds, in a real SCMP application, where the parties are eventually geographically dispersed.
The first results comprise the absolute running time taken by each of the secure operations performed, namely encryption, threshold decryption and multiplication. Note that the time spent for encryption is limited above by the value of the modular exponentiations on the ring Z mod s , i.e. approx. 2050 bits in this case.
As for the other operations, the input is a cipher text, which's size is bounded by the size of the modular exponentiations on the ring Z mod s+1 defined by the cryptosystem. For a 1024 bits key, the cipher text size is approx. 3075 bits.
Observe that for the decryption of a given cipher text, the protocol combines exactly t + 1 secret shares, where t = p/2, which happens to be the minimum number of requested shares. Although only t + 1 shares are combined, each party eventually receives all (p − 1) shares for every value that is going to be decrypted. In practice, for the 8 parties case, only the first 4 received shares are combined, and for the 32 parties case, the first 16 shares are combined. This is done in order to save computational effort, since share combining involves O(t + 1) modular exponentiations.
Notice the implication of that fact when considering the semi-honest security model where the threshold is defined as t = (p − 1). In such model, each party would have to combine all p shares, which would considerably increase the absolute running time of one single decryption.
How dispersed the parties are is another fact that must be taken into account. In a real SCMP scenario the parties are often geographically separated and all the communication is conducted over the Internet, for example. Note the implications of such fact: parties located in different sites carrying out secure computations (based on messages exchange) may be considerably affected by the delay imposed by the network.
Moreover, a delay in the communication would strongly influence the absolute running time of the protocol. The influence is directly proportional to the number of rounds taken by the protocol, since the rounds are counted based on the messages, i.e. sequential or multicast messages.
Having this important observation in mind, we propose the logarithmic round algorithm for the permutation procedure in the SCMP problem. The most significant realization is the reduction of the round number from a linear base to a logarithmic base, which in real applications can bring considerable improvement on the absolute running time and/or optimization of CPU/memory usage. Naturally, there's a price to be paid when reducing the number of rounds due to the introduction of more complex computations.
Consider the relation between the amount of time spent due to the delay in the communication and the time spent on the actual computations. The linear round algorithm has computational complexity of O(mn) modular exponentiations, i.e. encryptions, and the party 0 (for example) has to wait for the (p − 1) parties to apply their permutations, so that he can continue with the LP. Assume a delay d on the network, the time spent for an encryption enctime (from Figure 2) and a large number of parties. It is possible to have (mn * enctime << (p + 1) * d), reflecting how fragile is the linear round solution concerning a network delay: the parties will be idle most part of the time, waiting for messages. This is not desirable and directly affects the absolute running time of the protocol The last discussion regards the communication cost. Although such measurement is not affected by an eventual de-lay, the point here is to depict the difference between both permutation approaches. While the logarithmic round algorithm saves rounds and therefore reduce the influence of the delay (e.g. regarding to absolute running time), it also introduces communication overhead that must be considered for real applications.
First measurement comprises the inherent overhead introduced by the RMI infrastructure itself. By observing the fact that all messages exchanged by the parties contain encrypted values, a primary estimation of the RMI overhead is straightforward: consider a cipher text size around 384 bytes and the simplest scenario with two parties permuting a system matrix of size 2x2. The cipher text size is defined by the size of the plain text, i.e. integers in this case, with maximal value bounded by the modulo of the cryptosystem.
The 3 (2 * 384 + 3 * 384) = 15360 bytes for each of permutation matrices (row and column). The overall communication cost is then 18432 bytes for each party. The experiments revealed that RMI as well as the data format used to represent the encrypted matrices introduce a considerable overhead on the communication. The first message, with the encrypted permutation matrices, costs 4504 bytes plus 369 bytes for the RMI lookup. During the multiplication procedure, the initial message has size 1405 + 369 bytes and the last three have size 934 + 369 bytes. In total, the practical communication cost for the logarithmic round algorithm is around 50337 bytes from which 12177 bytes are from the lookup calls.
Finally, Table 1 summarizes the overall complexities (in big-O notation) for both permutation solutions. Assume m = n = a and t = p/2 for all cases. The computational complexity includes only the modular exponentiations which are the most expensive operations. Table 2 : Index recovering protocols' complexities comparison objects serialization, and how much extra communication is introduced by using the logarithmic round permutation approach. In the end, the decision on which approach is the best depends on the nature of the problem: how many parties and how dispersed are they as well as the size of the system matrix.
OTHER SCENARIOS
There are many other scenarios than supply chain optimization for SMC in business applications. Many of those consists of collaborative applications that one company would not be able to execute alone.
The first application we studied well is collaborative benchmarking. In benchmarking a group of companies computes statistics about their key performance indicators (KPI). These KPIs can come from any branch of the company, e.g. financial (cash flow), production (machine cycle time) or human resources (employee fluctuation rate). SMC enables the computation of the statistics without revealing the KPI to anyone else.
We constructed protocols for securely computing these statistics in a centralized fashion [17] . These protocols can then be offered as a service, since every client only needs to communicate with the server. We also constructed a peer group formation algorithm that groups a set of companies into useful peer groups [15] . This enables building an enterprise information system over the SMC protocol. Finally we implemented the protocols over web services [18] . The interesting result is that the protocols can be implemented, such that communication cost is negligible.
The second application is collaborative fraud detection: a number of parties combine their log files in order to identify fraud cases they could not detect themselves. The main obstacle for collaborative fraud detection is time-based event correlation.
We present an algorithm for pseudonymizing timestamps, such that a trusted third can compare them if they are close, i.e. within a certain distance [16] . The problem is that any such algorithm is not secure, if the set of timestamps is dense, such that one can build clusters of adjacent timestamps. Furthermore timestamps require synchronized clocks to operate correctly which is a too strong requirement in many scenarios. It is therefore better to use logical clocks, such as vector clocks or Lamport's clocks. We present the first privacy-preserving solution for these clocks in [21] .
Privacy can also be motivated by legislation, as in the case of collaborative social network analysis for criminal investigations. We present an algorithm to perform the most important metrics computation on a distributed social network without exchanging the information [20] .
In this workshop we also present a scheme for remote auditing [22] In remote auditing an auditor wants to preserve the confidentiality of its queries and the audited wants to preserve the confidentiality of his database. There are more cases, such as auctions [3] or name correlation [13] .
RELATION TO SERVICES
The trend towards service-oriented architecture (SOA) is strongly moving the industry. Future business software will be composed of services. So we can ask ourselves a few questions about the integration of service and SMC.
Encapsulation of Services
Services are seen as the main ingredient of SOA. A service is a self-contained, loosely coupled entity offered over the network. One of the main advantages is e.g. that is possible to combine services without the need to watch for distributed transactions.
SMC, on the other hand, is strongly coupled. No interaction makes sense without the others; interruptions and diversions are not foreseen. Is it possible to derive security services for composable SMC?
Web Services as Transportation
It is possible to implement SMC over web services as an additional layer. We have done so [18] , but the implementation costs in terms of memory and performance are huge [14] . Given that no other benefits of web services, such as late binding, can be used, the penalty can be prohibitive.
Web Service Support for Security Against
the Business Partners
